One integrated
platform for all
fleets and assets
Geotab Integrated Solution
for Ford Vehicles.
Factory-fitted with a Ford-engineered
modem. No installation or additional
hardware required.

Fleet optimization

Safety

Sustainability

+ Manage fuel consumption

+ Risk & safety reports

+ Increase fuel efficiency

+ Track fuel consumption,
fuel used, diesel exhaust fluid
and much more

+ Track hard braking and
acceleration

+ Tire pressure

+ Collision notifications

+ Excessive idling alert
+ Monitor engine data and DTCs

+ Excessive RPM and speed alerts
+ Seat belt unbuckled alert
+ In-vehicle coaching

+ Optimize routes to
reduce miles driven
+ Reduce vehicle idling
+ Coach drivers on best
practices
+ Track CO2 emissions

+ Driving in reverse

+ Manage vehicle repairs

Productivity

Compliance

Expandability

+ Detailed GPS tracking

+ Vehicle inspections

+ Exception rules

+ Private vs. business use

+ Software development
kit and APIs

+ Trips & activity reports

+ Supports corporate
sustainability

+ Plan maintenance

+ NFC Driver ID
+ Easy dispatching

Ford
embedded
solution

Geotab and Ford — Geotab and Ford coming
together to offer advanced solutions on one
platform. Automate, integrate, innovate.
Geotab’s unique and expandable open platform
for telematics helps you reduce fleet costs,
increase productivity and efficiency, improve

Contact us to learn more
email: sales@bluearrowmail.com | call (866)-935-6610
*Available on most 2019, 2020 and newer Ford models.

safety, and strengthen compliance. Collect
and monitor rich, high-quality data from Ford
vehicles, all with end-to-end data protection.
With ready-to-go factory-fit hardware integration
on all new Ford models direct from the factory,
choosing Geotab couldn’t be easier.

BlueArrow Telematics is classified as a Geotab Value Added
Reseller, one of only 3 classified at this level in the United
States. What does this mean for our customers? BlueArrow has
a proven track record of providing superior customer service,
vast knowledge of industry solutions and practices, proven
integration and software development skills, installation services
for sophisticated telematics technologies, and other unique
skills. Whether a large or small organization, BlueArrow will
provide your organization with significant ROI via telematics
when compared to any other reseller! Call today and let us help
you develop a plan to accomplish your goals.

